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Today’s discussion …

• Background on the disaster 
safety and resilience movement

• Understanding challenges and 
finding solutions to advance 
building codes and standards



Mission/strategy … strengthening homes and 
safeguarding families from disasters of all kinds 
by creating awareness, understanding, and 
demand for building codes and beyond-code 
construction practices.



 1998 – Volunteer 
committee of 
emergency managers, 
insurers, 
meteorologists, and 
organizations 
dedicated to 
strengthening homes 
and safeguarding 
families

 Today – Nonprofit 
coalition of more than 
100 academic,  
corporate, nonprofit, 
and government 
partners



Building codes … proven performers
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• Billion dollar disasters increasing:
o 1980 – 2018 annual average is 6.2 events 
o Annual average for 2014 – 2018 is 12.6 events 
o 2019 is the fifth consecutive year (2015-2019) in which 10 or more billion-

dollar weather and climate disaster events have impacted the United States

Accelerating disaster impacts



Yet, there are challenges …

• Jurisdictions with One or More Hazards (Seismic, 
Hurricane, Flood, Tornado, Wind) 

• Building Codes Adopted with Disaster-Resistant Provisions
Incorporated for Commercial and Residential Buildings

–7,265 of 23,143 (31%) 
–Approximately 69% of U.S. communities facing one or 

more of the above-described hazards is doing so without 
the benefit of current, relevant structural building codes



BCAP – The Approach

1. Conduct behavior-focused study to support 
development of public awareness campaign 
strategies, messaging, and assets 
• Identify communication barriers; identify levels of 

understanding of building codes; identify motivators to 
drive appreciation for building codes

• Benchmark current attitudes and behaviors

2. Create data-driven transparency tool
3. Implement national awareness program
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No real reason to worry: We’re protected already.

18%

29%
35%

10% 9%

A great deal of
protection

A lot of
protection

A moderate
amount of
protection

A minimal
amount of
protection

No additional
protection

Assumed Protection from Building Codes

March 2018 Survey

8 out of 10 
Americans assume 
they are at least 
moderately 
protected.



43%

25%

16%
9% 7%

Extremely
concerned

Very
concerned

Concerned Somewhat
concerned

Not at all
concerned

Concern If Had No Building Code
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What truly frightens Americans: No code at all

March 2018 Survey

No code? Two-thirds 
of Americans would 
be very or extremely 
concerned. 
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40%

40%

46%
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46%

46%

47%

50%

45%

41%

Builders and contractors who don't support stronger building codes
are looking for ways to cut corners

My state and local leaders should adopt the latest building codes to
protect the community from disasters

Reputable builders and contractors support the latest building codes

It's important for state and local elected officials to prepare
communities to resist damage from a natural disaster or extreme

weather

State and local leaders should protect the integrity and independence
of building code enforcement

It's important to me to work with a builder who supports the latest
building codes

Strongly Agree Somewhat Agree

1/22/2020 Slide Presentation Title 12

While most aren’t engaged with codes, they have 
high expectations of their officials and builders



58%
44% 38% 39% 32% 26% 30%

27%
33% 36% 31%

31% 36% 31%

Maintaining law and
order and addressing

crime

Responding well to a
natural disaster or
extreme weather

event

Ensuring the
community holds up

well to a natural
disaster or extreme

weather event

Keeping taxes low Keeping property
insurance rates low

Attracting business to
the area

Protecting the
environment

Importance to an Elected Official’s Job

Absolutely Essential Very Important

1/22/2020 Slide Presentation Title 13

Officials’ response to and prep for disaster more 
important than taxes, business & environment
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Findings – undercut assumptions/focus on 
specific benefits

Has no building codes at all.

Has codes that allow renovators and builders to 
perform shoddy work.

Has a building code that is not enforced.

Has codes that allow for construction that looks 
fine, but leads to problems later.
Does not use codes with the latest engineering for 
safety and durability.
Does not use codes that make every home as 
safe as possible in a fire.
Allows construction that could lead to flooding 
after extreme weather.
Has one of the weakest building codes in your 
state.

March 2018 Survey









Getting the word out …
• Multiyear implementation
• 2019 Building Safety Month

• Creative assets
• Partner engagement (briefings)

• Traditional/social media advertising and 
promotion

• Ongoing news generation and general 
promotion

• Partnerships w/ broadcast community
• The Weather Channel (Dr. Rick Knabb & Alex 

Wilson of Weather Underground)

• On-camera meteorologists



Partner Badge

This badge can be used by partners to drive 

traffic to InspectToProtect.org. It can be placed 

as a clickable image on any website, as well as 

printed materials or even produced as stickers. 

Overall, it’s a flexible way to show you’re on 

board and continue spreading awareness.





Leslie Chapman-Henderson
Leslie@FLASH.org

Twitter: @LCHenderson & 
@FederalAlliance

Facebook.com/FederalAlliance
YouTube.com/stronghomes



Increasing Cost of Disasters



Scrutiny on Federal Disaster Spending



Federal & State Fiscal Pressures



The DRRA and FEMA’s 
Strategic Plan



Goal 1: Reducing Disaster Risk 

DRRA Section 1206 – Code 
Administration and Enforcement

• Amends Stafford Act Sec. 402 to authorize 
assistance to State and local governments for 
building code and floodplain management 
ordinance administration and enforcement

• Amends Stafford Act Sec. 406 to make eligible 
base and overtime wages for extra hires for 
enforcement of adopted building codes for 
180 days

DRRA Section 1234 – BRIC

• Expands eligible projects

• Allows for code adoption and implementation 
as an eligible activity

• Extent of building codes is a factor for projects

• Also considers capability and capacity building

DRRA Section 1235(b) – Consensus-Based 
Codes and Standards

• Authorizes FEMA to provide Public Assistance 
funding to replace and restore disaster 
damaged facilities to the latest published 
editions of relevant consensus-based codes 
and standards to ensure that facilities are 
restored in a matter that allows them to be 
“resilient”

DRRA Section 1241: Post-Disaster Building 
Safety Assessment

• Directs FEMA to develop guidance for building 
experts to use when they assess structures for 
safety after a disaster



Hazard Mitigation Saves - National Institute 
of Building Sciences 



FEMA Building Codes Saves - Phase 2 – Regional Study
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Risk Rating 2.0

8





• Reducing Flood Losses 
Through the International 
Codes (5th Edition, Oct. 2019)

• Hurricane Michael Mitigation 
Assessment Team Report 
(Fall 2019)

• Building Codes Save: A 
Nationwide Study of Loss 
Prevention (Spring 2020)

• Hurricane and Flood 
Mitigation Handbook for 
Public Facilities (Spring 2020)

• NFIP Technical Bulletins 
(additional releases in 2020)

• EMI Advanced Building 
Science Concepts Series 
(Spring 2020)

New Building Science Resources
& Coming Attractions…



www.fema.gov/drra

https://www.fema.gov/building-science

FEMA-Buildingsciencehelp@fema.dhs.gov 
Building Science helpline (866) 927-2104
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